Chapter 4: TRAINING AND REARING YOUR PUPPY

Your relationship with your pup can either be adversarial or co-operative. It is a choice YOU will
make, not your puppy. A relationship with a pup is not so different as any relationship we have with humans.
The more we project into the other individual's perspective, the less likely we are to have counter-productive
reactions.
Let us imagine ourselves as our pup with its view of the world. We see the world from twelve to
twenty inches above ground - a great view of shoes, knees, table legs, always seeing the under-side of
plates with wonderful smells of food. Speaking of smells, our scenting abilities are so sensitive that there a
certain substances we can decipher in just parts per trillion! The surface area in our noses with the receptors
for scent is about nine square inches and about 225 million scent receptors, compared with only 5 million
scent receptors in humans. The smells coming from the kitchen trashcan are overwhelming to us. Our
hearing also exceeds our human friends. Not only can we hear at least ten times better, we hear a much
wider range of pitches. Our eyes don't have quite the capacity for color or still detail but we surely make up
for that by seeing even the tiniest motion. Our keen sight for movement is what kept our ancestors from
starving. In fact, all of our senses were developed for one purpose - hunting so we could eat!
With this understanding of our pup's perspective, we see that all the puppy behavior that we find
cute as well as exasperating is beautifully designed for our little canine to survive. When we choose to
punish this behavior, we are inhibiting natural behavior. This increases anxiety and stress, and increases
the need for our pup to relieve this stress. Dogs are, actually, quite adept at relieving stress. They are much
better at this than we are. How many dogs do you know that have fallen over from stress-related heart
attacks? Unfortunately, how a dog chooses to relieve its stress usually increases our stress! A vicious
circle? Let's hope not.
Redirection. Much of the playful activity that leads to destruction can be redirected. Build reliable
responses to ‘come’ by reinforcing that behavior with play, praise and treats - a lot! That way, whenever
you see your pup heading toward an undesirable activity, call your pup to you and engage it in play and
give a little food reward. (Even a game of 'hide-and-seek' where you sneak around a corner and call your
puppy!) You will soon have immediate response to the recall (come command/cue). When your pup looks
hungrily at a chair leg, redirect your pup's attention by focusing its attention on you and playing with a dog
toy. Be sure you make the dog toy exciting by wiggling or tossing it. Don't make the mistake of shoving the
toy in the pup's mouth with a "Here, you’re supposed to play with this," while you walk away. The chair leg
will hold a lot more interest than the dog toy if you walk off since the pup GOT YOUR ATTENTION when it
chewed on the chair. By spending a generous amount of time playing with your pup and its toys, you will
reinforce desirable behavior. When your pup begins bringing toys to you, you have a perfect opportunity to
practice a `sit' and reward with play. You will be obedience training your pup and it won't even know it.
One common problem I would encounter when teaching puppy classes was, `What to do when a
puppy grabbed something it shouldn't have'. The common approach is to grab the pup, remove the article
and say, "No, bad dog!”. The young pup usually gives in readily but after the pup feels at home, this
approach turns into a game of chase. We, the ones with superior intelligence, fall right into the trap and
before long, our puppy runs away to chew things or swallows the evidence before we can grab it. After a
trip to the vet for emergency surgery, we ask ourselves if there isn't a better technique. Yes, there is. When
your pup saunters out of the bedroom with your valuable shoe, practice the `recall’ that you've become so
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good at (Remember, the best way to encourage a puppy to come to you is to run away from it). Thank the
puppy, remove the shoe [Nicely!], by redirecting its focus to a toy or snack and play with the pup. You are
not teaching the puppy to be naughty. Your pup will out-grow the desire to chew and you will have a dog
that will retrieve anything you ask it to. Why?… Because you never punished it for bringing anything to you.
If you plan to compete in obedience with your dog, this method will lay the groundwork for a super retrieve
and save you from teaching a `forced' retrieve. (By the way, why were your shoes laying around within
reach of your pup anyway?!)
Your dog likes to enjoy life. It learns very early in life: when humans are happy, nice things happen
for the family dog. Your dog has twenty-four hours a day to study you; your body language, your voice and
your moods. Dogs learn easily to associate certain mannerisms and patterns with the consequent
occurrences. What you do before leaving the house without the dog is very different from what you do when
leaving the house with the dog. Besides the obvious differences, there are subtle signs you will not be
aware of and your dog will be. All of these unspoken behaviors on your part help to form the actions of your
dog. Analyze what signals you may be sending to your dog before jumping to conclusions about your dog's
behavior and mis-behavior.

Games: You can play
'hide-and-seek' games with your
puppy. Just disappear around
bushes, corners, into closets or
whatever your imagination comes up with. This develops your leadership with the pup in a fun way. You
can make funny sounds or call its name when you hide. Round-Robin-Recall games can be played by two
or more people. Stand anywhere from 6-20 feet apart and take turns calling the puppy. Give the puppy a
little snack and even sneak in a 'sit', ‘down’ or other task before giving the tidbit of food.
You can play a similar game called Keep-Away. Standing apart, roll or toss a toy between people
so the puppy wants this toy. Let the puppy win the toy periodically and have another toy to begin the game
again. No need to take the toy from the puppy, just begin playing Keep-Away with the next toy. At this point,
it would be unfair to ask the pup to give up the toy after you have just developed intense desire for it. That
is called 'putting the dog in conflict' and can lower the puppy's desire for the toy or the puppy will begin
playing Keep-Away from you! (Then, who is in the leadership role?)
When you are ready to sign up for an obedience course, interview and visit trainers as they are
training. Speak with their references. Positive motivation is the best way to train the competition dog and
the family pet. Employing toys, food and praise to train the dog uses motivation. To determine if a trainer
actually uses positive motivation (rather than just saying they do!), watch the dogs in the class. Are they
happy, alert with tails wagging? Choosing a trainer is such an important decision that we suggest you
discuss it with us. We can talk about the pros and cons of the various training techniques you witness in
the classes you visit before you sign up with any trainer. We can't begin to tell you the number of times we
have heard, “We wish we had spoken to you before we went to that trainer. Now we really have problems
with our dog."
Training clubs can be an excellent way to meet other people interested in dogs and dog sports as
well as train your dog. Schutzhund, A.K.C., U.K.C., agility/flyball, search/rescue and herding clubs may
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offer classes or have members that train professionally. Many clubs offer super training opportunities and
are very supportive. With other clubs, you may have to sort through a lot of opinion before you get any
factual help.
NEVER allow anyone to handle your dog without prior knowledge of what they plan to do. NEVER
allow anyone to use methods that make you feel uncomfortable. STOP and THINK!! Insist on checking
into other trainers and methods before continuing with any technique that is inhumane, ineffective and
potentially harmful to your dog. If you are unsure about a training technique, STOP, and ask questions.
Don't be afraid you will look foolish when doing this. You are the one who will be living with this dog for the
rest of its life. Trust your own and your dog's reactions to training situations-your intuition is probably correct!

Play biting: Young puppies explore their worlds largely through their mouths. They have spent
weeks playing with littermates and biting them in their play. Additionally, teething begins after three months
of age and inflames their gums. It is normal for a puppy to want to mouth, chew and bite. Since this behavior
is 'transient' and subsides when the pup matures, it is better to reinforce proper behavior of chewing and
playing with toys than to punish play biting. Punishment can frustrate the puppy and actually increase the
level of aggression. Whether you are rearing your puppy to be in obedience, schutzhund or as a family
companion, keeping the stress and frustration levels to a minimum will bring about desired behavior faster
and more safely. Many times play biting occurs when family members wish to cuddle with a puppy when
the pup wants to run and play. Be fair to the pup and respect that sitting still for cuddling is difficult for a
young pup (just as it is for young humans!). Plenty of playing with toys and rewards when the pup brings
toys to you will reinforce playing with things rather than human hands and arms.
Sometimes a loud 'Ouch' with a moment or two of affection withdrawal (leaving area where the pup
is) will help the puppy figure out that biting humans will not bring it the enjoyment it seeks. If your puppy is
really wound up, take it for a walk or play retrieve games outside to run off some of this excess energy.
Occasionally, pups need 'time out' in their crate with a bone to chew on to settle down. The time in the crate
is not punishment but truly a quiet time for them to settle down.
Adolescent Shyness: There can be a period of development called the Adolescent Shyness
Period/Juvenile Fear Period, which occurs generally between six months to a year. The duration of this
period can range from a few weeks to a month or more. Puppies can become quite 'skittish' during this
period, showing fear to circumstances that previously caused them no alarm. Occasionally, puppies can
show fear-aggression especially if they feel cornered by whatever is causing the fear. Typically, if your pup
does go through this, the pup may just be jumpy at sounds or movements and show a 'flight' response to
circumstances that make it feel uncomfortable. The best treatment during this period is to keep the puppy
in familiar surroundings and away from stress-causing factors. Lots of love and understanding (not babying!) will help the pup through this time faster than attempting to solve these ‘spooky’ and fearful reactions.
You may want to take a break from obedience classes during this time if your pup is stressed by training.
Don't allow trainers to punish or push your puppy during this time.
Females tend to show more 'flight' reactions while males tend to put up a show of macho
territorialism. The best reaction that you can have is to distract the puppy or show that the object of its
concern is not dangerous. Once puppies have outgrown this adolescent shyness and if they have been
handled correctly during this period, they apparently have no memory of the fears they had while in this
period.
A few things that can be of help during this period: If the pup shows concern or fear of people, have
them offer treats to the pup. Do not force interaction. The person may toss the snacks near the pup several
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times before the pup will want to interact with the person. If the pup is not interested in socializing at this
point, don’t push it. Just keep tossing the snacks and let the dog get as close as it wants to. If fear or
avoidance increases, then stop the treat tossing so we are not unintentionally reinforcing the fear.
The main idea is to allow the dog to gauge where its comfort level is and help, not force, the dog
through this period. From our experience, this edgy behavior evaporates and you have a happy-go-lucky
dog once again. Actually, a very small percentage of dogs experience this but it pays to be aware of the
possibility. With the few who do experience this Juvenile Fear Period, it many times coincides with hormonal
development like a female’s first season/hear cycle.

Dominance/Submission: Puppies will be working out their placement in your family pack.
Leadership can be developed by humans with obedience, games as outlined above, teaching tricks to your
puppy and by how you handle your puppy. If your puppy initiates affection, start by having it perform a little
obedience task or trick before you lavish affection on it. Take time each day to massage your puppy and
gradually get the puppy accustomed to being handled through trust. It is best to take a gradual approach
and not force a puppy into positions like being on their backs. Forcing this position especially by strangers
can be frightening for a puppy and may risk the puppy reacting from fear with aggression. A puppy that is
pushed so far that it reaches its threshold for self-protection will learn to relieve stress through aggression.
You also will lose faith in your puppy. (Not to mention, the puppy may lose faith in you and humans.)
Many a fine puppy has had to endure 'alpha roll-overs' and ‘pin-downs’ by over-zealous trainers who
believe that puppies must learn submission in this manner. There are more sophisticated and subtle ways
to show your puppy that you are ‘leader’. Consistent behavior, firm and fair rules with a calm demeanor go
much farther in impressing your puppy with your strength of leadership than a wrestling match to see who
will end up on their back first. Our only superiority is our intelligence and reasoning ability over our dogs;
not attempting to match physical strength with our dogs.

WORD TO THE WISE: PUPPY NAUGHTINESS FADES WITH
MATURITY. TRY TO ‘MANAGE’ THIS BEHAVIOR BY KEEPING
POTENTIAL PROBLEMS AND PUPPIES AWAY FROM EACH
OTHER. DON’T WASTE PRECIOUS TIME PUNISHING,
TEACHING THE PUP ‘RIGHT FROM WRONG’ AND INHIBITING
NORMAL PUPPINESS. REINFORCE AND REWARD WANTED
BEHAVIOR AND IGNORE NAUGHTY BEHAVIOR. CRATE YOUR
PUP WITH A CHEW TOY WHEN YOU CAN’T WATCH IT OR ARE
TIRED AND GRUMPY WITH ITS ANTICS. THIS WORKS AND
PUPPY WILL TRUST YOU MORE
WHEN TIME TOGETHER
IS TRULY HAPPY, QUALITY TIME!!!

Think Training – Think Teaching! They are one and the same! Training goes on – like it or not – 24 hours
a day! So, make the most of this and teach your puppy something wherever and whenever.
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Use wonderful treats! Cook an extra chicken breast, cut off some of that steak or roast and store in a plastic
bag in the frig or freezer. String cheese or cubed cheese is super. There are wonderful treats available.
Soft, smelly and small are best. You will want to place cartons of treats all around your house so they are
immediately handy. Be ready! I call treats, my ‘ammunition’! Arm yourself with treats!
Instead of training sessions, teach your dog with each and every interaction.

SIT: Using a treat at the pup’s nose, move the treat backwards over the pup’s head. The
pup should follow the treat with its nose and as it does, the rump settles on the floor. Give the treat. Do not
insert a verbal cue until the pup has accomplished the sit many times in a variety of situations. Once you
are certain the pup will sit, you can insert the cue, ‘Sit’. Fade the hand-at-nose gradually.
DOWN: Using the treat in a similar manner, bring the treat down between the pup’s
front paws. The pup should sniff and try to get the treat from your hand. As it does this,
it will get tired of having its rump in the air and should settle onto the floor. Instantly,
let the pup have the treat. Pups learn quickly, that getting into the down is the way to
get the snack. Again, do not insert a verbal cue until the behavior is well established.
WAIT: This is a very useful task. ‘Wait’ is different from ‘stay’ in that ‘wait’ is for a brief time until
you give your dog something else to do. Wait should be used at doors (going in and out), entering
and exiting cars, while you set the dinner bowl on the floor, at curbs on your walks. You will find
this a practical cue and one that you will personalize to your needs.
Begin teaching the wait with a toy or treat. It is easiest to sit your dog, say ‘wait’ and you
and the dog remain still. If your dog is still, then release and treat it after several seconds.
If your dog moves, re-sit your dog and repeat ‘wait’. No need to say ‘no’ or be negative, your dog will find
out the only way it gets the treat is to learn and obey. Do this many times and vary the length of waiting;
getting longer and longer gradually. Also, begin moving a little so your dog learns that you can move, it can
not!
RELEASE: In order to release a dog, you need a release cue. Many people use ‘OK’
but this is a common expression in human speech. We have found that words like,
‘Release’ and ‘Alright’, are great. You can think of your own cue. Some people like to
have some fun with cues and use other languages or expressions unique to their family.
LEAVE IT: This is used to keep a dog away from something, especially something that the
dog wants to pick up or eat. It is very easy for this to be a negative with the dog learning
that it can ‘get away’ with eating things when you are at a distance. So – let’s be positive!
Teach the dog before you need this task! Do not wait until you must have a dog stay away
from something, to teach this.
Use a variety of objects (the more, the better). Have the dog on a leash. Set something on the floor and
when the dog goes towards it, call the dog while backing up so the dog runs to you. Treat it lavishly! Use
your best treats for this since you don’t want the dog to ‘think’ about this cue. Eventually, you do not need
to back up. Teach this exercise often, with a variety of things and always practice this with the most
wonderful treats.
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BY ME: This behavior is very useful. This can be taught at anytime and anywhere. Invite
your dog to you with your body language (you might bend down, lightly clap your hands,
tap your thighs, etc). When you dog comes to you, cue the dog with ‘By me’ and
praise/treat. Eventually extinguish the helpful body language, as the dog understands the
verbal cue – always give a treat while teaching.
‘Heel’ and ‘Walk out’: Heel is similar to ‘By me’ but is a more formal version of having a
dog near you. The heel position is at your left side within several inches of your leg. Your
dog can be in a sit, down, stand or walking depending on the cue you give to it. I recommend
teaching this with a treat in your left hand so the dog follows its nose and remains at your
hand and, hopefully, your hand is at your left side! As your dog repeats this pattern, you
can move your hand to your waist for brief moments, being sure to reinforce with a calm
voice when your dog remains at your side. Generous treats are necessary to keep the dog’s
interest.
This can be done with a toy as well. I actually teach the heel with a toy held just in front of my left shoulder
so the dog looks up at this. After a while, the toy is held under my left arm – out of sight – but the dog comes
to expect that the toy will pop out (at any moment!) from under my arm.
Heeling is one of the most difficult tasks for a dog to accomplish! Be patient and consistent with this
obedience cue.
‘Walk out’ is useful when exercising and enjoying a stroll with your dog. It basically means that the dog is
free to walk and investigate but you would like your shoulder to remain in the socket! I teach this by walking
briskly with the dog on leash and changing directions in a variable manner. I encourage the dog to remain
near me and turn with me; I insert the cue, ‘By me’. Giving the dog a treat is helpful to reinforce this. After
the dog has learned to walk near me, I encourage distance and the ‘Walk out’ cue by tossing a treat slightly
ahead and saying ‘Walk out’ and allow the dog to sniff about. I continue walking and cue the dog ‘By me’
again. Alternating the ‘By me’ position and the ‘walk out’ will become clear to the dog with some practice.
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